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The use of compound actuators in both magnetic and optical disk files has become 
a means of achieving increased servo actuator bandwidths. A compound actuator, 
comprised of a fine actuator mounted "piggyback" on a coarse actuator, positions 
the read/write transducers above a radial track. This paper describes a design meth
odology for a discrete-time feedback control system for a compound actuator in 
which the dynamic interaction between the actuator stages is directly considered. 
The performance of the servosystem, including the range and bandwith limitations 
of each actuator, is specified in terms of the desired frequency response of the closed-
loop transfer functions from the reference track position to the tracking error and 
to the relative position between the coarse and the fine actuator. Parameter uncer
tainties and structural resonances are quantified using singular value techniques to 
form a robustness criterion which sets limits on the attainable tracking performance. 
Compensator design techniques using linear-quadratic Gaussian optimal control 
combined with loop transfer recovery are described. The state feedback portion of 
the compensator is calculated using an automatic procedure, while the state estimator 
is calculated by solving an associated Kalman filtering problem with colored fictitious 
noise. The noise is colored to shape the frequency spectrum of the input energy to 
each actuator, the relative motion between the stages, and the position of the trans
ducer. 

Introduction 
This paper addresses the application of the Linear Quadratic 

Gaussian optimal control with Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/ 
LTR) technique to the design of a discrete-time track-following 
compensator for a compound disk drive actuator. Compound 
actuators have become a means of achieving increased servo 
actuator bandwidths in both magnetic and optical disk files. 
A compound actuator, comprised of a fine actuator mounted 
piggyback on a coarse actuator, positions the read/write trans
ducers above a radial track and can therefore be characterized 
as a Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) system. The LQG/ 
LTR technique was introduced by Kwakernaak (1969) and by 
Doyle and Stein (1979), and has become a popular procedure 
for designing continuous-time LQG compensators for MIMO 
minimum-phase plants. For an introduction to the LQG/LTR 
method, the reader is referred to (Doyle and Stein, 1981; Stein 
and Athans, 1987; Athans, 1986). 

The original LQG/LTR was developed for continuous-time 
minimum-phase systems. State-of-the-art disk files use digital 
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signal processors to implement the track following servo. The 
discrete-time model of the actuator may no longer be mini
mum-phase. Computational delay is also significant for the 
high-bandwidth servo systems used in disk files and thus pre
diction (a-priori) observers are generally used in the compen
sator design. An H2 interpretation of the LQG/LTR method 
is presented in (Stein and Athans, 1987) and limitations for its 
application to nonminimum-phase plants are discussed. Dis
crete-time loop transfer recovery results have been presented 
by Shaked (1983) and by Maciejowski (1985) for the design of 
discrete-time systems using a-posterior observers (current es
timators). The results in these papers provide conditions for 
full recovery (i.e., the loop transfer characteristics of the target 
loop are exactly recovered) under the restrictive assumptions 
that the system is minimal-phase and that the product of the 
system input and output matrices is invertible. Good results 
are conjectured for systems not satisfying these assumptions. 

Prediction observers ("a-priori estimators") reduce the ef
fect of computational delays and Ishihara (1986) showed full 
recovery properties for LQG systems using a-priori observers. 
However, they require the same restrictive assumptions as in 
(Shaked, 1983) and (Maciejowski, 1985). The target system 
had to be redefined, since the discrete-time counterpart of the 
continuous-time target sensitivity transfer matrix cannot be 
fully recovered in discrete-time systems using prediction ob-
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servers. Further, no strategy for shaping the target loop is 
given. 

This paper presents the design of a discrete time LQG com
pensator with prediction observer using modified LQG/LTR 
methodologies. The target sensitivity transfer matrix used in 
these designs is the discrete-time counterpart of the continuous-
time transfer matrix. Two loop recovery techniques were de
rived: The first technique, which will be referred to as the H2-
LTR compensator design, achieves the H2 minimization of the 
difference between the target and actual sensitivity transfer 
functions. The second technique will be referred to as the LQG/ 
LTR compensator design, since the-structure of the compen
sator synthesized by this technique is exactly the same as an 
LQG compensator. In the LQG/LTR approach, the difference 
between the target sensitivity transfer matrix and the true con
troller sensitivity transfer matrix is expressed as the product 
of two transfer functions, one a function of the state-feedback 
controller and the other a function of the state observer. Only 
the factor depending on the state-feedback gain is minimized 
in the H2 sense by this technique. Although the H2-LTR com
pensator technique provides a stronger loop transfer recovery 
result than the LQG/LTR, its structure is more complex. Fur
thermore, as evidenced by the results presented in this paper 
and in (Yen and Horowitz, 1989), the LQG/LTR design tech
nique is more appealing from the implementation viewpoint. 
Thus, this paper will emphasize the LQG/LTR design. In this 
technique, the design is carried out by first calculating the state 
feedback gain using the automated recovery process, followed 
by the state observer synthesis. The sensitivity matrix of the 
control system is shaped with the Kalman filter compensator 
so that both performance and robustness requirements are met, 
without requiring full loop transfer recovery. 

Following some of the ideas presented in (Stein and Athans, 
1987) and (Athans, 1986), it is shown that the target sensitivity 
transfer matrices of the feedback system are closely related to 
the transfer matrices between the stochastic noises and the a-
priori state estimation error of an "associated" Kalman fil
tering problem. This result is exploited by synthesizing a Kal
man filter design for a system with fictitious input and output 
colored noise and subsequently using the Kalman filter as the 
state observer in the LQC compensator. The fictitious input 
and output noise is colored to influence the performance and 
robustness of the actual system in different frequency regions. 
The frequency shaping technique presented in this paper is in 
fact the discrete-time counterpart of the technique presented 
in (Gupta, 1980). 

The design technique presented is exemplified by applying 
it to the design of a track-following controller for a compound 
disk file actuator. The task of positioning a transducer over a 
data track in a state-of-the-art disk storage system requires an 
actuator with high bandwidth and resolution. The transducers 
have to be positioned on the disk with microscopic accuracy. 
Radial data tracks are spaced 1-2 /um from center to center, 
and must be followed with an accuracy on the order of 0.1 
ixm (Meyer, 1986, Bell, 1983). Even though the source of the 
disturbances and the runout may be different in magnetic and 
in optical disk drives, the requirements on the track-following 
servo are similar in nature. Optical disk drives have tradition
ally been forced to operate at high track densities, due to the 
small diameter of the laser beam which has to be used to record 
or read the data. In optical disk files the medium can be moved 
on and off the spindle, which results in eccentricities of the 
nominally circular data tracks. This, together with mastering 
inaccuracies of the Preformatted media, requires the servo 
system to follow tracks with runout on the order of 100 ixm. 
In most magnetic disk files the disks are fixed to the spindle, 
and the runout is therefore smaller, typically on the order of 
10 /xm. The frequency of the runout in magnetic disk drive, 
however, is higher, where the spindle rotation rate is 3600 rpm, 
rather than 480 to 1800 rpm as in optical disk drives. As track 

densities increase, high frequency disturbances become signif
icant and a higher bandwidth system is required for track-
following. Typical bandwidth requirements in the track-fol
lowing servo for an optical disk drive are from 3 to 10 KHz. 
As track densities increase to several thousand tracks per inch 
in magnetic storage systems, similar bandwidths will be re
quired (Kaneko, 1987). 

The requirement on the acceleration and range of the ser-
vomechanism dictates a physical size which limits the actuator 
bandwidth of a single stage actuator to the kiloherz range 
because of structural resonances. One method of increasing 
the actuator bandwidth is to mount a fine actuator on top of 
a coarse actuator. The coarse actuator is usually the conven
tional rotary or linear actuator found in magnetic disk drives. 
The fine actuator, a much smaller structure limited in range 
but capable of following high frequency commands, could be 
either a small linear voice coil actuator or a piezoelectric ac
tuator. The positioning of the transducers involves several 
modes of operation in the servo system (Inada, 1983). This 
paper addresses the feedback control for the non-repeatable 
track-following mode of an operation for an compound ac
tuator structure. The track accessing problem, track-following 
of repeatable runout, and the problem of acquiring position 
information off the disk is not addressed here. 

The compound actuator control model is described in section 
2 and modeling uncertainties are quantified. Section 3 presents 
the performance and robustness requirements. The next two 
sections describe the control synthesis: Section 4 develops the 
LQG/LTR controller design methodology, while section 5 ex
plains design guidelines for frequency shaping the loop transfer 
characteristics. The computer aided design of the compound 
actuator controller is illustrated in section 6. Conclusions are 
presented in section 7. 

2 Compound Actuator Model 
A compound disk file actuator (Fig. 2.1) is comprised of a 

high bandwidth fine actuator mounted on top of a large ac
tuator. The actuators are usually driven by voice-coil motors 
(Commander, 1980). A high-gain current feedback minor loop 
minimizes the effect of the motor inductances in the opera
tional bandwidth of the system. A simple model of the two-
stage actuator consists of two inertias which are actuated by 
ideal force inputs and which are coupled by a spring-damper 
system. Fig. 2.2 shows a diagram of the model, where yx is 
the absolute tip position, y2 is the relative actuator position, 
ux is the coarse actuator force input, u2 is the fine actuator 
force input, M, is the coarse actuator mass, M2 is the fine 
actuator mass, K is the actuator coupling spring constant and 
B is the actuator coupling damping coefficient. 

coarse actuator transducer 

/ fine actuator / d a t a surface 

y J = / disk 

O O ' ' 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram of the compound actuator 

Fig. 2.2 Lumped-parameter system model for the compound actuator 
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The ratio between Mx and M2 for a typical actuator is 30 to 
one, the coupling resonance frequency and damping ratio are 
approximately 100 Hz and 0.16, respectively. Typical para
metric variations for the masses and coupling spring constant 
and damping coefficients are ± 5percent. 

A state-space model for the system in Fig. 2.2 is 

D(z) M(z) 
—K+) 1 

dt 
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where the equivalent mass Me, is defined as — . 
Mx+M2 

Both actuators have structural resonances modes. The first 
resonance modes of the coarse and fine actuators occur at 
frequencies higher than 5 KHz and 20 KHz, respectively. The 
effect of these resonance dynamics on the performance of the 
control system is studied on hand of the higher order-model 
of the actuator shown in Fig. 2.3, which includes the first 
resonance mode of each actuator. The parameters in this 
lumped-parameter spring-mass system are selected to represent 
worst-case resonance frequencies and damping ratio. In the 
control strategies presented here no attempt is made to actively 
control high frequency resonance modes. However, the control 
system must be designed to be insensitive to parametric vari
ations and must not excite high frequency resonance modes. 
The simplified control model in Fig. 2.2 will be used in the 
design of the controller, but the model in Fig. 2.3 will be used 
to evaluate the robustness of the control system. 

3 Peformance and Robustness 
In this section we describe performance and robustness 

measures of MIMO feedback systems which we use as criteria 
in the design of the controller for a compound actuator. 

3.1 Performance Specification. Consider the mxm 
MIMO discrete time feedback system in Fig. 3.1, where Gp(z) 
is the nominal plant nth-order discrete-time transfer function 
matrix, Gc(z) is controller discrete time transfer function matrix 
R(z), D(z), Y(z), U(z), and E(z) are the Z-transforms of the 
reference input, the disturbance input, the plant output, the 
manipulated input vector and tracking error signal, respec
tively. The closed-loop error dynamics of the nominal system 
are given by 

Y(z) = T0(z)R(z) + D0(z)D(z) (3.1) 

E(z)=-S0(z)R(z) + D„(z)D(z) 
U = P0(z)R(z) + Gc (z)D0(z)D(z) 

Gp(z) 
Y(z) 

Gc(z) ©«— 
E(z) R(z) 

Fig. 3.1 Controlled feedback system 

where T0(z) is the output complementary sensitivity transfer 
matrix 

T0(z) = [I + Gp(z)G^)] - >Gp(z)Gc (z), (3.2) 
S0(z) is the output sensitivity transfer matrix 

S0(z)=[I + Gp(z)Gc(z)r\ (3.3) 
P0(z), the closed-loop transfer matrix from the reference input, 
R(z) to the manipulated input, U, is 

P0(z) = Gc(z)[I + Gp(z)Gc(z)] ~' (3.4) 
and D0(z), the disturbance error rejection transfer matrix is 

I>0(z) = [I + Gp(z)Gc(z)]-lGJz). (3.5) 

The performance requirements of the system are specified 
by an "ideal" frequency response of certain elements of the 
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity transfer matrices. 
Thus, from the performance viewpoint, the controller design 
goal will be to obtain a compensator which yields a closed-
loop frequency response that approaches this ideal response. 

For the compound actuator m = 2 is the number of inputs 
and outputs, and the elements in the matrices in Fig. 3.1 have 
the following meaning: rj is the reference track position, r2 = 0 
is the reference relative displacement, yx is the absolute tip 
position, y2 is the relative actuator displacement, ex is the 
tracking error, e2= —y2 is the relative actuator displacement, 
«! is the coarse actuator force input, and u2 is the fine actuator 
force input. 

Assuming that the controlled plant is preceded by a zero-
order hold, the nominal discrete-time pulse transfer function 
matrix G0(z) is given by 

GP{Z) = [\-Z-1]Z{L~1 -sGp(s) 

= C#d(«)B,* (,(z)=[zI-A]-1 

where 

Gp(s) = C<t>c(s)G,*c(s) = [si - F] ~ 
and the matrices F, C, and G are defined in equation (2.1) 
with the plant parameters equal to their nominal values. 

Tracking requirements dictate that the operational band
width of the control system should between 5 and 10 KHz. 
Following the general design rule of selecting a sampling rate 
four to ten times the system bandwidth, we chose 50 KHz as 
sampling rate for the simulations. This sampling rate should 
also allow the implementation of the compensator with a mod
ern digital signal processor. From the performance viewpoint, 
our primary goal is to design a servo system for the compound 
actuator which will track non-repeatable runout. Tracking of 
the repetitive runout can be accomplished by different control 
algorithms, such as repetitive control (Tomizuka et al., 1988) 
or feed forward control (Tomizuka, 1987). The tip position, 
yu of the fine actuator must follow a reference track position, 
rt. In disk drives only the error 

e1(k)=rl{k)-yl(k) (3.8) 
between the track and the tip position is measured and available 
to the controller. 

It is assumed that the effects of stochastic disturbances and 
non-repetitive runout can be included in a "worst-case" track-

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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u. 
Fig. 3.2 Low frequency compound actuator utilization 

U i U , 

Fig. 3.3 High frequency compound actuator utilization 

following specification. A sinusoidal reference signal is spec
ified which has an amplitude and frequency determined by the 
amplitude and bandwidth of the types of disturbances expected 
in the disk drive. For purposes of the simulations presented 
in this paper, it was assumed that a sinusoidal signal rt(t) = 
RQ sin(cor0 with R0 = 0.5 /xm and cor = 2ir X 1000 had to be 
followed within 0.1 /xm for adequate track-following perform
ance. This requires that the element soU(z) of the closed-loop 
sensitivity transfer matrix be less than 0.2 up to 1 KHz, or 

l5nl l(e'ur)l < - 14dB, for CO<2TTX 1000. (3.9) 

The gain of the system at high frequencies has to be attenuated 
since no effort will be made to control the structural reso
nances. 

The limited range of the fine actuator and the bandwidth 
of each actuator stage impose additional performance require
ments on the controller. The coarse actuator should track low-
frequency runout while the fine actuator tracks high-frequency 
runout. Most efficient use of the actuator stages occurs when 
at low frequencies the compound actuator behaves as a single-
mass rigid system, as depicted in Fig. 3.2, and at high fre
quencies acts as a two-mass system, acted on mostly by the 
internal force u2 between the coarse and the fine actuator, as 
shown in Fig. 3.3. This requirement can be translated into 
frequency-domain performance specifications of the element 
t02i(e'^T) of the complementary sensitivity transfer matrix. The 
magnitude \tm(e!'*T)\ should be as small as possible at low 
frequencies, indicating that low frequency the track runout 
does not change the relative displacement between the actuator 
stages. At frequencies far beyond the coupling resonance -
which was assumed to be 100 Hz - the coarse actuator position 
should be unaffected by the positioning of the fine actuator, 
which in this frequency band should correct the position of 
the transducer by itself, hence I tol\ (e

7"7) I = 0 dB in this region. 
For tracking runout at frequencies where the interaction be
tween stages is strong (around or above 100 Hz), the reaction 
of the fine actuator on the coarse actuator may cause the 
separation y2 to be larger than the track runout itself. This 
implies that at in this region \to2](e

io'T)\ m a v D e larger than 
zero. In this example the goal was to restrict the relative motion 
to about three times the track runout, or \to2x{d"'T)< 10 dB. 

I to2i (e
i°'T) I lOdB, for all w (3.10) 

The actuator utilization can be judged by the frequency 
response plots of the transfer functions p0ii(e

iuT) and 
po2l (e'"'7). The transfer functionpoll relates the tracking signal 
to course actuator input, w, (k), while po2i(e

io'T) relates the 
reference track to the fine actuator input, u2(k). At high fre
quencies the condition \po2i(e

j'*T) > \p0\\{ei"T)\ indicates that 
most of the control effort for tracking is directed to the fine 
actuator. 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of magnitude frequency re
sponse plots for l?02i(e/w7)l and I soU(daT) I, which incorporate 
both low-frequency and high-frequency performance require
ments. 

3.2 Robustness Specification. Assume that the nominal 
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable and that the actual 

I ton(a'0"} 
, , - - | - I t 0 2 i ( e , a " ) l = | t 0 „ ( e " » r ) 

, ' ' | t 0 2 i ( e " ° r ) | > | t 0 1 1 ( e ^ r ) | 

Xlto^e"07")! X 

/ ' Small gain at low freq. 

D(z) 

. 

Fig. 3.4 

M(z) 

. 

Ideal performance specification 

GP(z) 

Oe(z) 

f> I + A0(Z) 
Y(z) 

... 

E(z) R(z) 
Fig. 3.5 Feedback system with output-multiplicative uncertainty 

system as shown in Fig. 3.5, with all plant uncertainties lumped 
into the output multiplicative uncertainty term Ag. 

Then, if <j>0 is completely unstructured, the system in Fig. 
3.5 is asymptotically stable ///"(Doyle and Stein, 1981). 

ff[Aoraax(e'"7)T0(e'-7')]<l. (3.11) 

where the output sensitivity transfer function matrix T0 was 
defined in equation (3.3), and Aomax satisfies 

»Aon«(e fc '7)l>lA0(e /-7)l (3-12) 
for all possible plant uncertainties. 
When only the maximum gain of the uncertainty is known, 

ff|T0(e'-7)]< 
1 

fflA,^7)] 
(3.13) 

provides a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability. 
The robustness requirements for the feedback system will 

be characterized by defining a "worst-case" output multipli
cative uncertainty matrix Aomax(z). A robust controller design 
must satisfy conditions (3.11) or (3.13). For the compound 
actuator the output multiplicative term A0 is not completely 
unstructured, hence (3.11) and (3.13) become only sufficient 
conditions for stability. 

The robustness analysis of the compound actuator considers 
both the plant parameter uncertainty and structural resonance 
modes which were quantified in section 2. We now illustrate 
how the "worst-case" output multiplicative uncertainty ma
trix, Aomax, is calculated from the data provided in section 2. 
The overall output-multiplicative uncertainty A0 can be ap
proximated by 

[I + A0(z)] = [I + Aop(z)] [I + A0„(z)], (3.14) 

where Aop is the output multiplicative uncertainty due to par
ametric variations, and Aou is the output multiplicative uncer
tainty due to unmodeled resonance modes. Equation (3.14) is 
valid for the compound actuator since the effects of each 
uncertainty appear in different frequency bands. Parametric 
variations are important in the frequency region of the coupling 
resonance (=100Hz), while the first unmodeled resonance 
modes occur above 5KHz. 

When Gp(z) is invertible, which is the case for the compound 
actuator model considered in this paper, the uncertainty meas
ure Aop(z) for a set of plant parameters Gp(z) differing from 
the nominal plant, is calculated by 

Aop(z) = Gp(z)Gp(Zyi-l. (3.15) 

For any frequency, wr, the worst-case parameter uncertainty 
matrix at that frequency, Aop max (Jwr) can be estimated by 
searching for the set of plant parameters which yield the max
imum singular value of Aop(jior). This search can be performed 
with numerical minimization routines which includes a sim-
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Output sensitivity matrix for worst-case parameter combina-

ulated annealing routine (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) and the 
automated design synthesis (ADS) package by Vanderplaats 
(1985). For the compound actuator the search was performed 
using a finite number of frequency points in the range from 
1 Hz to the Nyquist frequency. The points were most densely 
spaced in the proximity of the coupling resonance frequency. 
Details of the optimization process are contained in (Gross, 
1988). Thus, a family of "worst-case" uncertainty matrices 
Aopmax(ov) is obtained. Figure 3.6 shows the plot of 
l/o- [A0pinax(e

/a'7)] for the input sensitivity matrix. This plot is 
used in the stability test (3.8). The critical stability margin 
occurs at approximately 80 Hz, where the plot is closest to 0 
dB. The parameter set resulting in Aj„,ax (80 Hz) was subse
quently used in the calculation of A0(e

iaT) over the entire fre
quency range. 

The worst-case uncertainty matrix due to unmodeled dy
namics, Aou max was estimated by 

Ku™x(z) = Gp(z)Gp(z)-l-l (3.16) 
where Gp(z) is the plant pulse transfer matrix for the high-
order model given in Fig. 2.3, which includes the worst-case 
first resonance modes of both actuators. 

The overall uncertainty matrix AonJaxis calculated using equa
tion (3.14). A plot of 1/ff [Aomax(e

/Vj7)] is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
For a compensator design to "pass" the robustness test given 
by equation (3.8), the frequency plot of a \T0(e

iaT)] must al
ways lie below the curve \/a [Aomax(e

/a,r)] shown in Fig. 3.8. 
Alternatively, when there exists some knowledge on the struc
ture of Aomax(e

/'"7), as is the case in this paper, the less con
servative criterion given by equation (3.12) can be utilized. 

Frequency (KHz) 

MA o m a x (^T )T 0 (e^) l<n 

Frequency (KHz) 

Fig. 3.8 Stability tests 

1 + A . 

" 
«a—& 

Gr-(Z) 

Fig. 4.1 Discrete-time LOG compensator 

4 Loop Transfer Recovery 
In the following section we describe a methodology for de

signing discrete-time MIMO Extended Linear Quadratic Gaus
sian (LQC) compensators. The block diagram of the Extended 
LQC control system is shown in Fig. 4.1, which consists of an 
state observer and a state feedback controller. All symbols in 
the figure were previously defined except for state vector feed
back transfer matrix K(z) and the observer feedback transfer 
matrix L(z). The Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) techniques 
developed here reduce the synthesis of one of these components 
to a straight forward, automatic procedure. When the tracking 
error is the only quantity that is available to the control system, 
as is the case in the disk file servo system, generally plant 
uncertainties are lumped into an output-multiplicative term 
and the LTR "sensitivity recovery" procedure (Kwakernaak, 
1969) is used. In this procedure the state observer is first syn
thesized assuming that there are as many inputs to the system 
as there are states (i.e., the matrix G in equation (3.7) is as
sumed to be the identity matrix). This "idealized" system is 
commonly referred to as the target system. The state observer 
is designed so that the target sensitivity matrix satisfies a set 
of performance and robustness requirements. The state-feed
back control is subsequently synthesized automatically with 
the Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) procedure. As a result the 
loop transfer characteristics of the target system are preserved 
by the compensator and the assumption on the input matrix 
is removed. 

4.1 Discrete Time LQG-LTR Methodology. Consider the 
discrete-time feedback Extended LQG compensator with pre
diction state estimation shown in Fig. 4.1. For this system full 
loop transfer recovery is not possible (Ishihara and Takeda, 
1986). Two loop recovery approaches based on /^-minimi
zation will be presented: the HrVTR methodology and the 
LQG-LTR methodology. In the H2-LTR methodology the 
compensator is derived based on the minimization of the H2 
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(4.3) 

(4.4) 

norm of the difference between the target and actual sensitivity 
transfer matrices. In the LQG-LTR methodology the com
pensator is derived based on the minimization of the H2 norm 
of only one of the terms of the difference between the target 
and actual sensitivity transfer matrices. The LQG/LTR meth
odology results in a compensator which has a simpler structure, 
and is modified such that the feedback gain K is first computed 
using an automated "recovery" procedure and the transfer 
matrix L(z) is subsequently synthesized so that the system sat
isfies both the performance and robustness requirements. 

For the nominal control plant (i.e., A0 = 0), the output 
complementary sensitivity transfer'matrix T0(z) of the feedback 
system in Fig. 4.1 is given by 

T0(z) = C*Le(z)BK(z)*^z)L(z), (4.1) 

where 

*LQ(Z) =lzI-A + BK(z)] - ' , and 4>Kf(z) = [zl- A + L(z)C] ~'. 

(4.2) 

Similarly to the continuous-time case, we define the target 
output complementary sensitivity transfer matrix 

To7{z) = C[zl - A + L(z)C]" >L(z). 

Equation (4.3) can be rewritten as 

To7<z) = C*dfc)[I + L(zC*d(z)]" 'L(z), 

while equation (4.1) can be rewritten as 

T0(z) = C*ie(z)BK(z)*d(z)[I + L(z)C*d(z)- 'L(z). (4.5) 

Assuming that the same estimator compensator L(z) is used 
in both To7<z) and T0(z) can be expressed as 

To7<z)-T0(z) 

= [C*d(z) - C*Le(z)BK(z)*d(z)] [I + L(z)C*d(z)]" >L(z) 

(4.6) 

Notice that the first factor in equation (4.6) is only a function 
of the feedback transfer matrix K(z), while the second and 
third factors are functions of the estimator gain L(z). In Theo
rem 4.1, we first obtain a feedback gain K which minimizes 
the first factor of equation (4.6) in the H2 sense: 

min trace [C[I - *Le(e'-7)BK(z)]*d(e'"7)] 

[C[I - <t>LQ(eJ"T)BK(z)]<i<d(.eio'T)]H du. (4.7) 

Using this result, a two-step procedure for robust controller 
design will be proposed. A complete solution which achieves 
the H2 optimal recovery of equation (4.3) will be presented in 
Theorem 4.2. In general, such a solution will depend on the 
particular choice of the estimator gain L(z). 

Theorem 4.1. Consider the H2 optimization problem given 
by equation (4.7), where * i e is defined by equation (4.2), and 
the other terms are defined in equations (3.6) and (3.7). The 
solution to equation (4.7) is given by 

K = (B rHB + R) 'BHA, (4.8) 

where H is the solution to the steady-state Riccati equation. 

H = A r [H-HB(B 7 HB + R)- 'B7H]A + Q (4.9) 

and the matrices Q and R are defined by 

Q = C rC, R = lim/-N0) N 0 > 0 , (4.10) 
r-0 

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. Unlike 
continuous-time systems which require the use of infinite gains 
to achieve full transfer loop recovery, the discrete-time asymp
totic "recovery" process converges to a bounded limiting con
trol gain. 

Since full recovery is not possible, and discrete-time state-
space designs do not possess the excellent robustness margins 

of their continuous-time counterparts, it is necessary to eval
uate the robustness of the actual control system rather than 
of the target system when shaping the sensitivity transfer func
tion. Based on Theorem 4.1, the following two-step procedure 
is recommended: 

(0 Obtain the value of the state variable feedback gain, K, 
using the asymptotic property in Theorem 4.1. K is given 
by the solution of equation (4.9), where Q and R are 
defined in equations (4.10). 

(ii) Design the observer compensator L(z) to satisfy as closely 
as possible the performance and robustness criteria of 
either equation (3.11) or equation (3.13). For the ro
bustness test use the sensitivity transfer matrix T0(z) of 
the system compensated by L(z) and the gain K from 
step ;'. 

4.2 H2-LTR Methodology. In this section we present a 
LTR methodology alternative to the LQG-LTR design pre
sented in the previous section. We begin by considering the 
more general compensator structure depicted in Fig. 3.1. Here 
Gc(z) is not constrained to the structure of the a-priori com
pensator. The complementary transfer matrix for the nominal 
system, T0, is given by: 

T0(z) = [I + Gp(z)Gc(z)] ~ 1Gp(z)Gc(z). (4.11) 

As in the previous case, we define the target complementary 
sensitivity transfer matrix To7<z) by equation (4.3). In this case 
we consider a constant observer gain L in the target comple
mentary transfer matrix in equation (4.3), however the results 
in this section can easily be extended to the case when a transfer 
matrix L(z) is used, a similar technique to the one presented 
in Appendix B. Our goal is to design the compensator Gc(z) 
which will minimize the following expression: 

fr/T 

mm ' 
Gc(z) * 

trace [T0A^T) - Ta(^ r)][T0 l{d-T) - T0(^
T)}Hd^. 

(4.12) 

After some algebra, it is easy to show that the minimization, 
in equation (4.12) is equivalent to finding the optimal com
pensator Gc(z), shown in Fig. 4.2, such that the H2 norm of 
the output v(z) is minimized for a white noise input signal w(z). 
The following theorem provides a solution to this problem. 

Theorem 4.2. Consider the system shown in Fig. 4.2, where 
all the symbols were defined as before. There exists a unique 
optimal compensator 

Gc(z) = K J zl 
-LC 0 
0 A 

[0 - C ] 

(4.13) 

W 

u 

u T®° - "- - a m ^ rx 

r n j 1+1 , 
., 

Gc<z> 

V 

y 

Fig. 4.2 H2-LTR block diagram 
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Fig. 4.4 Loop recovery error 

where 

K c=[0B r]HE ) (4.14) 

and He is the solution of the extended Algebraic Riccati equa
tion 

A/H e A e - [ A / H A + CefD] [ B / H A 

+ DT'D][B/HeAe + DrCei] (4-15) 

— He + Cei Cei = 0. 

A,= 
A - L C 0 

0 A 
> B e , C e l = [C - C ] . (4.16) 

1989) The proof of this theorem is in (Yen and Horowitz, 
and (Yen, 1988). 

Notice that the H2 design methodology follows the philos
ophy of the continuous-time LQG/LTR design: 

(0 Design the observer compensator L(z) so that the target 
sensitivity transfer matrix, To7{z) satisfies the perform
ance and robustness criteria. 

(»") Calculate the feedback compensator Gc(z) utilizing equa
tions (4.13)-(4.16), to achieve the optimal loop transfer 
recovery in the H2 sense. 

Note: Although the plant considered in this paper is strictly 
causal, the result in Theorem 4.2 applies to causal plants as 
well. 

The complete H2 minimization result in Theorem 4.2 yields 
a compensator Gc(z) of 2nth order. It was shown by Yen (1988) 
that, when the estimator gain L is small, the H2-L,TR controller 
reduces the LQG-LTR controller proposed by theorem 4.1. 
Moreover, for type of plant discussed in this paper, the LQG-
LTR methodology achieves good loop transfer recovery in the 
low-frequency region (Maciejowski, 1985). This fact is evi
denced by Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The plot of 

fftl + L C * ^ " 7 ) ] - ^ ] (4.17) 

is shown in Fig. 4.3 for a constant gain 

-0.043 -1132.1 0.603 7098.5 
1.074 19362 -0.0418 -1056.5 

(4.18) 

which is derived from the Kalman filter gain with the meas
urement noise covariance weighted by 10"6. The input weight 
r is set at 10~9 to achieve loop recovery. Notice that maximum 
singular value of the term [I + LCtf/e^7)] ~ 'L increases in the 

Fig. 5.1 Discrete-time target loop 

high-frequency region. Thus, the effect of this term in the 
minimization of equation (4.12) is more pronounced in the 
high-frequency region. Since this term is neglected in the LQG-
LTR methodology, the sensitivity transfer matrix error is not 
penalized as heavily in the high-frequency region. This is ev
ident in Fig. 4.4, where the plots of 

a[T07<e'»7)-T0(e'«7)] (4.19) 

are given when the feedback compensator Gc(z) is calculated 
using both the LQG-LTR and the H2-LTR methodologies and 
L is selected as in equation (4.18). As shown in this figure, the 
maximum singular value of the sensitivity transfer matrix error 
is smaller for the LQG-LTR design at low frequencies, but 
higher at high frequencies. 

Since the LQG/LTR procedure, as described in section 4.1.1, 
guarantees performance and robustness, we will use the LQG/ 
LTR methodology in the design of a track-following controller 
for the compound disk drive actuator. Following the design 
of the controller, the design of L(z) for shaping the target 
system sensitivity matrix will be illustrated. 

5 Sensitivity Transfer Matrix Frequency Shaping 

In this section the technique for shaping the frequency re
sponse of the target loop sensitivity transfer matrix of the 
compound disk drive actuator will be described. Using results 
from Kalman filtering theory (Stein and Athans, 1987, Athans, 
1986), our objective is to determine a state observer which 
renders the target system in Fig. 5.1 with the required closed-
loop frequency response. The transfer matrix L(z) obtained 
for the observer is subsequently used in the actual disk drive 
actuator compensator, and the overall performance and ro
bustness are examined as suggested by the procedure in section 
4. 

Consider the following prediction problem with fictitious 
disturbance £ and measurement noise i/: 

x(A:+l) = Ax(/c) + Bu(A:) + Blv£(/c), (5.1) 

y(/c) = Cx(/c)+ */(£), 

where u e Rm is the input, y 6 Rm is the output, and x e R" 
is the state of the observer. £ e Rm and if € Rm are uncorrected 
Gaussian noise vectors, with power spectra W(e/"7) W* (e/loT) 
and V(e/a,T) V* (,eiaT), respectively. W(z) and V(z) are rational, 
causal shaping transfer matrices with realizations 

-W(z) = C(lzI-A(r% + D^ (5.2) 

V(z) = C,[zI -A,]~ 'B, + D, (5.3) 

where det[D,] ^ 0 to insure the nonasymptotic solution to the 
Kalman filtering problem. Including noise dynamics in the 
estimator (Bryson and Johansen, 1965), the Z-domain repre
sentation of the steady-state Kalman filter predictor is given 
by 

Xfe) = fel - A + Hz)C] -' [L(z)Y(z + BU(z]. (5.4) 

X(z) is the Z-transform of state estimate x (k I k- 1), and 
L(z) is the steady-state Kalman filter transfer matrix. Appendix 
B describes the state augmentation and realization of the ex
tended-state Kalman filter predictor. 

Following the ideas presented in (Safonov et al., 1981) and 
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Fig. 5.2 Effects of noise covariances 

(Stein and Athans, 1987), we now present two design guidelines 
for shaping the target sensitivity matrices in Fig. 5.1 using the 
solution L(z) to the Kalman filtering problem equations (5.1)-
(5.4). 

The Kalman filter predictor minimizes the error Cey(k) 
= C[x(/r)-x (k/k-l)] in the H2 sense. This, by Parseval's 
theorem, is equivalent to 

min IT [Ef{e'^T)CTC%(ei-T)d^, (5.5) 
L(z) J T " * 

where EJ,(e
/<"'7) = Ey(z) \Z=J"T, and Ey(z) is the Z-transform 

of ey(k). 
When the input noise matrix is set to Bw = B, equation (5.5) 

is equivalent to 

nn 1 mm I ,Jrace 
Lb) •'-r/T 

[ y a v ^ W X * ' ) ] ; (5.6) 

+ [Do7(e>"I)W(e>"')WH(.e>"')li0/'(.e"*')] do) 

where T07{z) = C[zl - A + L(z)C]" !L is the output comple
mentary sensitivity transfer matrix and Do7{z) = 
C[zl - A + L(z)C] ~' B is the loop output disturbance error 
rejection transfer matrix of the target system. 
The columns of To7<z) and DoT(z) are 

To1<Z)=[toTl(z) — toTn,(z)h 

and Do7<z)= [do71(z)...do7)Hfe)]. (5.7) 
If the shaping filters W and V are chosen to be of the form 
W(z) = diag [wu(z)...wmm(z)], V(z) = diag [vn(z)...vmm(z)], 
then equation (5.6) can be written as: 

mm 
Lb) 

J-»/7-(Z) (W^W^7))1^"7) '?' (5.8) 

W^)!^" 1 ) ! 2 ! * . 

Notice that equation (5.8) is an H2 minimization of the sum 
of the scalar terms t"Tj toTj and A"Tj AoTJ weighted by the fre
quency dependent functions I cjly(eya,r) 12,s and I w_j,<e'u7) 12,s. This 
equation illustrates the relationship between the relative mag
nitude of the fictitious noise covariance and the norm of the 
column vectors in To7(z) and Do7{z). 

Figure S.2a-c shows the frequency responses of the output 
complementary sensitivity transfer functions (t0l ̂  and to22) and 
the output sensitivity transfer function (soH) when the com
pensators are derived with different weightings. For each par
ticular frequency con an increase (decrease) in the magnitude 
of the noise covariance gain vJj{ei'"T) relative to all other noise 
covariance gains in equation (5.8) will result in a decrease 
(increase) in the l2 norm of the column vector toTj (e'0"'7) of the 
complementary sensitivity matrix. In Fig. 5.2a and b, the con
stant weighting vn is increased from 10~6 to IO"4, and the 
bandwidth of toU is reduced by almost two decades. 

Likewise, an increase (decrease) in the magnitude of 
Wjj(^rT) relative to to all other noise covariances in equation 
(5.8) will result in a decrease (increase) in the I2 norm ld0

r7 

(eiarT) I of the disturbance rejection transfer matrix Dor. The 
disturbance rejection transfer matrix Do7<z) and the output 
sensitivity transfer matrix SoJ(z) are related by Do7(z) = So7(z)j 
Gp(z). Hence, decreasing the l2 norm of Dorwill in turn decrease 
the l2 norm of Sor, as shown in Fig. 5.2a.1 and Fig. 5.2c.1 
(wn is increased from 10 6 to IO"4, and s0ll is raised by 20dB.) 
Also, a decrease in the P norm of Xhtjth column of the matrix 
Do7{e"""'r) enhances the rejection properties of the target system 
to a disturbance acting through the jth row of Bjb,, which 
generally results in a higher utilization of the jth manipulated 
input Uj at that frequency. Figure 5.2a.2 and Fig. 5.2c.2 show 
that when wn is raised 100 times, p0l l increases by 20 dB. 

The following two design guidelines for the selection of the 
noise covariance gains emerge from the above discussion: 

1) To improve the tracking performance between the ref
erence signal rj and the output vector y in a particular 
frequency region, the output noise covariance magnitude, 
I Pjjie'"7) I, should be decreased at that frequency. 

2) To improve the disturbance rejection property to the jth 
input Uj, the input noise covariance, \wJJ{e!wT)\, should 
be increased at that frequency. 

6 Track Following Controller Synthesis for Compound 
Disk File Actuator 

We now apply frequency shaping technique to the design of 
the LQG/LTR track-following controller for the compound 
actuator described in section 2. The goal of the design is to 
obtain closed-loop frequency response characteristics which 
satisfy the robustness and performance requirements outlined 
in section 3.3 and 3.4. 

Following the procedure in section 4, the LQ gain K(z) is 
calculated following the automated recovery procedure out
lined in Theo'rem 4.1. N0 in equation (4.10) is set to the identity 
matrix and r = IO-9 was sufficient to attain adequate loop 
recovery. 
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The Kalman filter compensator is first designed using con
stant weights selected to attain approximately the required 
closed-loop bandwidth. Frequency-shaped weights in equation 
(5.8) will then be introduced to iteratively shape the closed-
loop response until all performance and robustness specifi
cations are met. 

The performance and robustness characteristics of a partic
ular design will be judged on hand of a set of three figures (a, 
b, and c): Figure (a) will show the magnitude of the frequency 
responses of toU(e'aT), soU(ei"T) and to2{(e

i"T). Recall that these 
transfer functions represent the response from the reference 
track position r{ to the fine actuator tip position^, the absolute 
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Fig. 6.2 Noise filters 

tracking error e{ and the relative displacement between the 
actuator stages y2, respectively. Figure (b) will show the mag
nitude of the frequency responses of p0n(e/a1) and po2\(e''l'r), 
which denote the closed-loop transfer functions from r, to the 
coarse and fine actuator inputs ul and u2, respectively. Figure 
(c) will show the frequency response of the maximum singular 
value function in equation (3.5) which provides a sufficient 
condition for stability in the presence of model uncertainties. 

The compensator was tuned using the weights W = I and 
V = p I. As suggested by guidelines 1) and 2) in section 5, in 
order to increase the system bandwidth p was decreased to p 
= 1 0 6 until the robustness condition in equation (3.5) was 
violated. Figures 6.1a-d show the performance and robustness 
of system for the constant gain LQG design. This design fails 
to meet the error rejection requirement (3.II)2 and the the 
robustness test (3.5). The lower frequency peak in Fig. 6.1a is 
due to parametric uncertainty (which the design passes), while 
the higher frequency peaks are due to the uncontrolled reso
nance modes of the two actuators. Figures 6.1a, 6.1b, and 
6. Id also reveal poor actuator utilization. Fig. 6.1b shows that 
IPoiiC^"7)! > lp02i(e'"r) I at high frequencies, indicating more 
control effort is applied to the coarse actuator even at high 
frequencies. The compound actuator is behaving as a single 
rigid actuator, evidenced by \son(e

/a7)\ = lto2i(e
iwT)\ during 

most of the working frequency spectrum (.01 KHz - 10 KHz). 
This observation is corroborated by Fig. 6.Id, which shows 
that \to22(e>»T)\ = Ifon^"7)!- I W e ' " 7 ) ' * 1 signifies that 
\y2{ei'*T)\, the relative position, tracks ^ ( w ) , the relative ref
erence position, which is zero in this application. 

The constant weights serve as a starting point for the fre
quency shaping with the weights I vjj(e

i'J'T) 12's and I wjj{ei"T) 12's. 
The digital filters vjj{z)'s and vv,y(z)'s where synthesized from 
analog filters Vjj(s)'s and w^<s)'s using pole-zero mapping 
(Franklin and Powell, 1981). 

Due to space considerations, only the weight selection and 
response plots of the final design will be shown. Figures 6.2a-
d show the frequency response plots of I vn(e

iuT) I, I v22[eiaT) I, 
I wil(e

/"7) I, and I w22(e'"r) I, respectively. The rational behind 
the selection of these filters follows: 

(/) Referring to Fig. 6.2a, l^^e7'"7)! should be uniformly 
low for co€ (.01 1) KHz since, by guideline 1) in section 5, this 

2To aid the reader in evaluating the performance results, specifically compli
ance with equations (3.11) and (3.12), horizontal dashed lines at - 14 dB and 
+ 10 dB have been drawn in the graphs. 
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raises the sensitivity matrix Itoll(e/aT)I to be close to unity in 
this frequency range. \vn(e

io'T)l is raised steeply after 1 KHz, 
in order to avoid excitation of the fine actuator resonance 
mode. 

(H) Referring to Fig. 6.2b, I v22(e
iuT) should be small at low 

frequencies, where we want the compound actuator to behave 
as a single rigid actuator. I v22(e'"T) I is increased at frequencies 

r — ~—p-^z.-:--ZZ^^-: 

,,--m-—-, ^-- - -Atoi i (e y w T > 

: :ui:r^''::::w^r>N 

Frequency (KHz) 

Fig. 6.4 Target loop recovery 

higher than 0.1 KHz, so as to substantially decrease the sen
sitivity matrix gain, I to22(d"T) I, forcing the actuator to behave 
like a two-mass system. 

Next, guideline 2) is used in order to improve the actuator 
utilization of the design. 

(Hi) Referring to Fig. 6.2c, \wn(e'uT)\ is high at low fre
quencies to force the low frequency coarse actuator utilization. 
Iw11(e

/w7)l is lowered at frequencies below 0.1 KHz, to shift 
usage from the coarse to the fine actuator. 

(iv) Referring to Fig. 6.2d, \w22(e'uT)\ is substantially in
creased at frequencies above 0.1 KHz, the combination effect 
of this weight and that of \wn( e'"7) I shifts actuator utilization 
from the coarse to the fine actuator. \w22(e

i"T)\ is decreased 
below 1 KHz, in order to decrease the overall gain To7{e'u'T) 
at high frequency such that to avoid the excitation of unmo-
deled resonance modes. 

Figures 6.3a-d show the performance and robustness char
acteristics of the final design. As shown by the plot of 
\soU(e/uT)\ in Fig. 6.3a, this design meets the error rejection 
requirement, equation (3.11). Moreover, the design passes the 
robustness test, equation (3.5), in Fig. 6.3c. Figures 6.3a, 6.3b 
and 6.3d reveal a substantial improvement of actuator utili
zation in this design with respect to the constant weight design. 
As shown in Fig. 6.3b, \p02i(eiu7)\ > \p0u(e>uT)\ at high 
frequencies, and the overall gain of both transfer functions is 
lower than the previous design. Notice that the frequency re
sponse plot of I to2l (e'"7) I in Fig. 6.3a closely resembles the 
"ideal" response, as described in section 3.3. \to2i(e

iaT)\ « 1 
at low frequencies, signaling low frequency actuator rigidity; 
while I to21(e

Ja'T) I > 110{ 1(e'"r) I for u > 0.1 KHz, signaling large 
fine actuator utilization. This fact is corroborated by Fig. 6.3d, 
which shows that \to22(e

iwT)\ ~ 1 only at the low frequency 
region, dropping substantially with respect to \ton(e

/uT)\ at 
high frequencies, while I tol2(e'uT) I is larger than in the previous 
design. 

Figure 6.4 shows the effectiveness of the loop transfer re
covery procedure. Shown in Fig. 6.4 are plot of the comple
mentary sensitivity transfer function gains \ton(e

ia7)\ and 
\to2i(e

i"T)\ and the target complementary sensitivity transfer 
function gains I ( o m (e ' " r ) I and I t0Tn (e*wT) I. As shown in the 
figure, the plots of the actual and target sensitivity transfer 
functions is virtually indistinguishable at the low frequency 
region and differs only slightly in the proximity of the Nyquist 
frequency. 

7 Conclusions 
This paper described the application of the discrete-time 

LQG/LTR method to the design of a track following controller 
for a compound disk file actuator. 

Performance requirements for a state-of-the-art compound 
disk file actuator servo system were described in terms of the 
frequency responses of the closed-loop tracking error rejection 
and the transfer function from the reference signal to the 
actuator inputs. The singular value analysis was used to char
acterize the robustness of the feedback system to plant param
eter variations and unmodeled resonance modes. A numerical 
minimization routine was performed to search, within a spec
ified tolerance range, for the combination of parameter var-
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iations which produced the output multiplicative uncertainty 
matrix with the largest singular value. An overall worst-case 
parameter uncertainty matrix is then determined by combining 
unmodeled dynamics and parameter variation uncertainty mat
rices. 

Two extended LQG/LTR design methodologies, based on 
H2 minimization Jesuits are presented in this paper. Neither 
method requires perfect recovery of the target loop transfer 
function, which is in general not possible in the discrete-time 
domain. In the first method, referred to as the LQG-LTR 
technique, the state variable feedback gain is computed by 
setting the input weights of the LQ controller cost functional 
to zero. This achieves the H2 minimization of one of the prod
uct terms of the difference between the true and target sen
sitivity transfer matrices. The state estimator feedback transfer 
matrix is subsequently synthesized so that the feedback system 
satisfies the performance and robustness specifications. In the 
second method, referred to as the H2-LTR technique, the state 
estimator feedback transfer matrix is first synthesized so that 
the target sensitivity transfer matrix satisfies both performance 
and robustness requirements. Subsequently the feedback trans
fer matrix is computed utilizing an automated procedure so 
that the error between the actual sensitivity transfer matrix 
and the target sensitivity transfer matrix is minimized in the 
H2 sense. 

The state estimator feedback transfer matrix in the com
pensator was computed by solving an associated Kalman fil
tering problem with fictitious colored noises. Guidelines for 
selecting the fictitious colored noise filters and shaping the 
closed-loop system frequency response were presented. 

An interactive computed simulation package based on 
MATRIX^- was developed for controller synthesis. Filters of 
variable orders can be specified as weights for loop shaping. 
The program simulates the actuator, synthesizes the compen
sator and computes the relevant transfer functions and stability 
margins. Results were presented which illustrate the design 
process. 

A P P E N D I X A 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider the following preview 
control tracking problem with no preview information. We 
wish to obtain the control law u(k) which minimizes the fol
lowing cost functional: 

3r = E E [ ( y 'W - yOD^yrU) - y(/» - ur(/)Ru(/)] , (A. i) 
w(0) ^ = 1 

(A.2) 

where y(k) is given by 

x(Ar+l) = Ax(£) + Bu(Ar) 

y(k) = Cx(k) 

and the reference signal yr(£) is given by the following shaping 
filter dynamics excited by a zero mean white noise v/(k) 

xr(k + 1) = Arxr(k) + BMk) (A.3) 

yr(k) = CMk) 

Assume that both states x(k) and xr(k) are available, the so
lution of this problem is given by (Tomizuka and Whitney, 
1975): 

u(/t) = - [R + BrHB] ~ 'Br[HAx(fc) + g(fc + 1)] (A.4)' 

where H is the solution of the Riccati equation (4.16), and 

g(.k+l) = HrAMk) (A.5) 

H r = A r [ I - H B [ R + BrHB] ' B ^ H A + C X (A.6) 

To establish the equivalence between equation (4.14) and equa
tion (A.l), substitute Ar = A and Cr = CA. Equation (A.6) 
will reduce to the algebraic Riccati equation (4.9). Hence 

- $ 

$. 

Gc(z) 

Fig. B.1 Extended discrete-time LQG compensator 

g(k + 1) = - HAxr(k) is a solution to (A.5-6), and the cost 
functional 3r is minimized by 

u(k) = - [R + BrHB] - 'BrHA[x(/t) - xr(k)] (A.7) 

= -K(x(*)-xX*)). 

Utilizing this control law (A.7) in the system described by (A.2), 
the following closed loop input output relations are obtained: 

Yfe) = C*^)BK(I + #rf(z)BK)" '<lv(z)(I 

+ ALC*d<z))-1ALW (A.8) 
Yr(z) = C * ^ ) [ I + A L C * ^ ) ] " ' ALW. (A.9) 

Setting R = rN0 and r—0, equation (A.l) can be expressed in 
the frequency domain as 

!

i r / r 

_ v/T trace [Y^7) ~ Y(ei°'T)] {Y^7) - Y(e,<jT)]wdw 

(A. 10) 

Substituting the expressions in (A.8) and (A,9) for Y(z) and 
Yr(z) respectively into the expression for J r and considering 
that v/(k) is zero mean and white, the feedback gain K obtained 
from the solution of the preview control problem equation 
(A.l) will also minimize equation (4.14). 

A P P E N D I X B 

The computation of the transfer matrix L(z) is done follow
ing a similar procedure to the one proposed by (Gupta, 1980). 

The system in equation (5.1) can be represented by the fol
lowing extended state model: 

xe(k + 1) = A A ( £ ) + Beu(£) + B„eUk) (B. 1) 

y(k) = Cexe(k) + VeW 

where 

A BwCj 
0 Aj 

L0 0 

C t = [ C 0 C , ] , x ( = 

0 
0 o , Be = 

B 
0 

L o J 
n 

» "ne 

BwD f 

L 0 

r "i 
X 

x f 

_x„_ 
,te = 

~ — 

€ 
v 

(B.2) 

, and rie = Dvri(k). 

Equations (B.l) and (B.2) represent a state model with cor
related input and output noises. The steady state Kalman filter 
predictor solution for this system is well known (Kwakernaak 
and Sivan, 1974): 

xe(k + 1 /k) = AMk/k - 1) + Beu(Ar) 

+ U y(k)-CMk/k-V> (B.3) 

where Le is the steady state Kalman filter extended gain matrix. 
Figure B.l represents the block diagram of model based 

LQG compensator with the extended Kalman filter predictor. 
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All symbols in Fig. B.l have been previously defined except 
for the LQ gain Ke and the extended transition matrix $e(z), 
which are of the form 

Ke=[K0 0] (B.4) 
* e (z )=[zI -AJ- ' ' (B.5) 

respectively. 
The compensator transfer matrix for the feedback system 

in Fig. B.l is given by 

Gc(z) = Ke-Ae + BeKe + 'LeCer
lLe (B.6) 

It can be shown that the compensator in equation (B.6) is 
equivalent to 

Cc(z) = K(z)[zl - A + BK + L(z)C]" >L(z) (B.7) 

where L(z) 6 C„xm is casual rational transfer matrix. Thus, an 
equivalent block diagram representation of the system in Fig. 
B.l is the one given in Fig. 4.1. 
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